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BE INSPIRED

After speaking with Brent Gove, I
am immediately empathetic toward
his high-school classmates as they
attempted to select which Senior
Award to bestow upon him. He is both
future-minded and relationally present, wisened by experience yet excited
about evolving, relaxed and easy-going
while driven by self-motivation.
“Nobody ever needed to tell me to get
up in the morning and go to work. I
was programmed to get out there and
make something of my life.”
Which explains his shock at the recent discovery that he is technically a
member of Generation X rather than
a Baby Boomer.
“I’d always resonated with
the Boomer work-ethic
and mentality, so

the news freaked me out.” Clearly, even Brent has
trouble classifying himself as just one thing.
BEST FUTURE FATHER

Young Brent didn’t view himself as a leader. His classmates disagreed, choosing him as Senior Class BEST
FUTURE FATHER. “I cared about people more than
anything else, so I assumed I was a follower.”
In college he still hadn’t identified his leadership
potential. He selected what he perceived as the
ultimate “fun” school— California State Chico.
After being twice rejected for admission, it took a
letter from his high-school principal to vouch for
his incredible yet un-tapped promise.
Looking back, he sees the early markers of leadership. “I was rallying the troops, organizing our
activities and trips —even booking hotels on my
credit card.” Long before real estate, Brent was
the ringleader with the proverbial megaphone
proclaiming Everyone, check out this great thing I
found! I’ll lay the groundwork so we can all go.
He chuckles when asked if his recognized affinity
for fatherhood is also the foundation for his exceptional industry skills. “I find real estate easier
than parenting. I try hard, but I still struggle with
coming up short. Each kid is unique; one is focused and driven, another is relaxed and sanguine.
I have to adapt my personality to each child’s
needs. But I love being a dad.”
Those aren’t mere words—their brood recently
expanded from five to seven children after
close friends of Brent and his wife, Kathy,
tragically passed away. With the addition
of beloved teenage twins, the kids’ ages
span from sixteen to twenty-seven.
Four still live at home and all seven
want Brent to take them to sushi.

leaders in real estate
By Stephanie Brubaker
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BEST NEW AGENT

In 1996, Brent was a
father of a growing
family, working in sales,
realproducersmag.com

and seeking additional part-time
income. “I needed to sell one house
per month; enough to cover groceries and a car payment.” He did not
expect to sell forty-eight homes in
his fourth year. “Holy Smokes! I
think I’m good at this” he recalls. He
left his business to pursue real estate
full-time. “It was the most amazing
feeling—the sky was the limit.”
Immediately, he looked to his successful agent parents. “I wore them out
calling every day. I remember my mom
exclaiming, How can anyone have this
many questions? But I’ve never been a
lone wolf. When I’m in the supermarket and don’t know where an ingredient is, I ask an employee. I won’t waste
time wandering around. I used the
same approach to becoming a full-time
agent. I didn’t want to guess, I wanted
to know,” Brent explains.
Next was to find a star and become an
apprentice. Luckily, local legend Mack
Powell worked in the cubicle next to
Brent’s mother. But learning didn’t
end there. Over the years he invested
six figures in his education.
“I flew to Toronto to learn from an
exceptional agent. One of his first
questions? “How do I grow without
working more hours? I want to go to
my kids’ soccer games.” Brent was
introduced to the concept of leveraging himself. Four years later, he’d
assembled a dream-team and quadrupled his sales—without working more
hours. He would go on to receive the
ReMax Diamond Award and Chairman’s Award, Keller-Williams Top
Team Leader Agent Recruitment
Award, and eXp ICON Award.
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WAYS A
COMPANY
CAN SPEND
$3 MILLION:

Buy a
private
jet

N2 Publishing – the
company behind every
Real Producers
magazine – believes in
a future where
everyone is free. This
year, we donated 2% of
our revenue, or $3
million, to support

BEST NEW AGENT-OWNER

“The second I saw eXp’s business plan, the possibility ceiling
came off. I could be more than just an agent. I could do more than
work for the owner, I could be him.” So far, Brent’s assessment is
spot-on. “Just over three years into my tenure, I lead an international team of over seven-thousand agents worldwide.”
What compelled Brent away from a twenty-year, highly successful career with a traditional broker? He references a well-known
phrase, Don’t pay off
your landlord’s mortgage, pay off your own
mortgage. Brent seized
an opportunity to stop
renting an office space
and recognizable name to
purchase his own career.
“Being agent-owned
through stock options,
revenue sharing, having
pension options— all
means I won’t grind
for three decades and
be left with nothing. I love to work, but I’m also an avid golfer and
travel-lover.” Today Brent focuses solely on leading his team and is
on-track to have ample time and resources for all his interests.

psychology and science of how our brains are wired and why we
operate the way we do. Beyond supplying his team with innovative and efficient business tools, he wants to equip real people for
the bigger picture of life.
From Brent’s perspective, the shift toward agent-owners operating via global tech-platforms is the single largest evolution
of the industry. “Progress is a tide that can’t be resisted, but
you can swim with it. The horse-and-buggy workforce couldn’t
ignore Ford’s Model
T, but they could be
trained to join the automobile workforce.”

and rehabilitate victims
of sex slavery and
forced labor. And it was
only possible because
of the support of our
industry partners and
engaged readers.
Because of you.

A self-diagnosed
history and documentary nerd, Brent cites
an impressive list of
industry leaders willing
to embrace advancement, modernize their
skills and practices, and
ultimately stay in the
game. This bird’s eye view inspires his team members to think
strategically; beyond profit to building sustainable businesses and
pushing the industry forward.

BEST IN CLASS

His first piece of counsel for a new agent? “Find the most successful person and offer to work with them on a fifty/fifty split.
Doctors start as emergency room interns— working crazy hours
for little pay. That season isn’t about money; it’s about learning to
save someone in cardiac arrest.”

So which title would I award the flexible and diversely talented Brent today? An industry’s most all-encompassing—BEST
IN CLASS. He is still the ringleader with the megaphone; still
people-first and having a blast. Making real estate fun again is a
company motto the has become Brent’s reality. “I love my job. I
lead a relevant and competitive team. I want a front-row seat.”
You can bet your senior-class trophy Brent will have one, as well
as a few seats saved for others.

Brent also promotes learning from experts outside real estate.
Later this year, he’ll host a national training event featuring the
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Give the
C-Suite a
nice raise

Enable the
rescue of
thousands of
human
tra cking
victims
worldwide

FOR ALL OF YOUR
INSURANCE
NEEDS
Specializing in:
• Homeowners Insurance
• High Fire/High Brush
• Flood Insurance
• Life Insurance
• Auto Insurance

SKY INSURANCE
BROK ER S

www.skyinsurancegroup.com
(916) 540-7000
“REFUSE TO BE AVERAGE”
CA Insurance Lic: 0J15368
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PROGRESS IS A TIDE THAT
CAN’T BE RESISTED, BUT YOU
CAN SWIM WITH IT.

BEST CURRENT (AND FUTURE) LEADER

Upgrade the
with fancy
furniture and
gadgets
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